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In 2022 an online marketplace had recently restructured their
business around five divisions. Moving forward, each group would
manage their own P&L, customer engagement and team structure.
Executive strategy would oversee and set direction across the five
divisions.

This new structure intended to provide each division with autonomy.
To support this, each group had direct and embedded support from
enterprise functions and the teams required to deliver value. Each
division would serve a different segment of a diverse network of
customers. The business required a method that would maintain
alignment and respected context.

Ben Hogan and John Tooth provided support. The key challenge
being that each group was custodian to a vastly different customer.
In some cases, the groups leveraged different technologies and
shared key dependencies. There was also a time pressure to ensure
that each group would be able to operationalize and focus on their
respective strategies. The directors shared a view that a consistency
was important to ensure a common understanding. Ben and John
chose to use the Team Group Launch. 

Cultural alignment and behavioural expectations for a group of teams
Clarifying the working context and designing team structures
Designing the regular events that maintain alignment

To start with, Ben and John began modifying the Team of Team launch
canvas. The standard Team Group Launch focuses on clarifying and
generating actions around three pillars;

1.
2.
3.

People and purpose
Landscape and teams
Situational analysis
Measures and OKRs
Operational cadence
Decisions and planning

Each group had different levels of fidelity in their strategy. To cater for this, Ben and John added in situational analysis based on market
forces and the current known OKRs. After some co-design between Ben and John, they arrived at the following breakdown and sequence;

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The six sections were delivered in four, two-hour sessions over two days for each division. This timing balanced each group’s need to
maintain operational activity and speed up the launches. 

background

preparation

using the patterns



a need for mechanisms to manage dependencies between divisions
shared visual insights for sensing challenges and opportunities
resolution for intergroup collaboration challenges 

Reviewing the outcomes of the first group’s launch, John and Ben
brought made adjustments to the sequence. Brining the divisions
landscape forward to clarify assumptions allowed purpose statements
to flow with ease. 

The following divisions launched with micro-adjustments to the agenda
to optimize for context. The modular structure of the boards allowed
the facilitators to remove sections as needed.

In the Team of Team launches that followed, Ben and John were able to
surface a series of insights that spanned across the new divisions,
including;
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Launching five divisions aligned around purpose with an understanding of their work can be a process spanning months. In a single
afternoon, Ben and John were able to adapt the standard Team Group Launch to the client's context. In the month that followed five groups
launched into new cross-functional divisions. In less than two days of work, each group developed a new structure and surfaced the key
improvement items to ensure success.

the result
The first workshop was well received. One key challenge was that for
the participants, this was the first opportunity they had to meet and
orient to the new structure. This led to opening the session with the
group’s collective purpose, overextending the timebox. The division
still managed reasonable coverage of the remaining sections, but
this did compress the following timeboxes. On the facilitation side,
Ben and John needed to transition more of the nuanced
conversations outside the scope of the workshop.

the first launch

making changes
Founded by Ben Hogan, Freshwater
Academy is a remote-first learning
platform for product and tech
leaders seeking mastery in the
strategy, leadership and execution
domains. 

about Freshwater Academy about remote:af

Learn to think strategically today 
with Freshwater Academy;

https://www.freshwater.academy/

Freshwater Academy most popular course is Leading
Change with OKRs + 4DX and this has been delivered to
hundreds of leaders in startups and publicly listed
organisations across the globe from Germany to
Australia.  They also provide training in product strategy,
product discovery, OKRs, Wardley Mapping, Lean Agile
and Visual Management.

The Remote Agility Framework is a
modular tool kit that provides all
levels of business with context
sensitive methods for adopting
organizational change. If you need
to reliably align and improve you
teams, divisions or entire business,
then remote:af is for you.

All methods in remote:af are designed to be flexible and
integrate the practices that already work well for your
context. Because of it's unique, context-emergent design,
you can use remote:af with any team across all
industries to save time, optimize workflows and
articulate their culture.

Learn more about remote:af today; 

https://www.remoteaf.co/

https://pxl.to/6n0fg4g
https://www.freshwater.academy/courses/objectives-key-results-okrs-and-4dx
https://www.remoteaf.co/

